
                                       JUDGMENT
Cabinet of Ministers
 
July 29, 2002 N 269
 
On measures to further improve the protection and
Use of Cultural Heritage
 
In the resolution amended and supplemented in accordance with the
4 of Annex 6 to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Uzbekistan. N 272 from 09.06.2004, the
 
              In order to further improve and streamline the protection and
use of cultural heritage, to create conditions for
comprehensive study, popularization of monuments
History and Culture of the Cabinet of Ministers decides:
              1. To establish the Interdepartmental Commission on Coordination
protection and use of cultural heritage in accordance
Appendix N 1.
              The main problems of the Interdepartmental Commission:
              preparation of proposals for implementing the guidelines
state policy in the field of protection and use of
cultural heritage;
              coordination of government activities,
public authorities in the field, as well as non-governmental
non-profit organizations of the Republic of Uzbekistan on the Protection and
use of cultural heritage;
              Consideration of matters arising in the process of protection and
use of cultural heritage, development and implementation
a system of measures to address them;
              assistance to businesses and individuals in their efforts to
protection and use of cultural heritage, prevention
violations of the law on the protection and use of objects
cultural heritage.
2. To approve:
              Regulations on the Interdepartmental Commission for Coordination
protection and use of cultural heritage in accordance
Appendix N 2.
              Regulations on the procedure of conducting State Cadastre
Cultural Heritage of the Republic of Uzbekistan according to the appendix N 3;
              Regulation on the historical and cultural examination of cultural
Heritage accordance with Annex N 4.
              3. To agree with the proposal of the Ministry of Cultural Affairs
The Republic of Uzbekistan on the transformation of the Main scientific-production
Management of Cultural Monuments of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic
Uzbekistan Main scientific production management for the protection and
Use of Cultural Heritage of the Ministry of
Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
              4. The Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan:
              within a week to approve the structure and the Regulations on the Main
research and production management for the protection and use of objects



Cultural Heritage of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic
Uzbekistan;
              together with the concerned ministries, departments and
organizations before April 1, 2003 to make an inventory of objects
cultural heritage, which are currently under state
protection, and in the prescribed manner to include them in the State Cadastre
cultural heritage;
              until 1 May 2003 to make proposals on the list of organizations and
objects transferred to the jurisdiction of the Chief Research and Production
Office for the Protection and Use of Objects of Cultural Heritage
Ministry of Culture;
              together with the Academy of Sciences and the Academy of Arts of the Republic
Uzbekistan within a month to develop and approve the established
Instruction on the order of production of archaeological sites and intelligence on
territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
              5. To declare invalid, as well as to make changes and
additions to the decision of the Government of the Republic of Uzbekistan, according to
Appendix N 5.
              6. Monitoring the implementation of the present decision to assign to
Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic of Uzbekistan HS Karamatov.
 
 
              Prime Minister
Republic of Uzbekistan U. Sultanov
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix N 1
to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
The Republic of Uzbekistan
July 29, 2002 N 269
 
 
Structure
Interdepartmental commission on coordination of protection and
use of cultural heritage
 
              Zhuraev HR               - Minister of Culture, Chairman
commission
              Tohtaev AR               - Chairman of the State Committee for
architecture and construction, deputy
Chairman of the Commission
              Mirzijaev Sh.M.               - Hokim Samarkand region
              Husenov SK               - Hokim Bukhara region
              Bobojonov IB               - Khorezm region
              Khamidov BS               - Hokim Kashkadarya region



              Sayfiddinov ZH.B.- Chairman of the State Tax
committee
              Askarov MA               - First Deputy Chairman
SPC
              Khusanbay B.               - Chairman of the National Company
"Uzbektourism"
              Yuldashev B.               - President of the Academy of Sciences
              Kuziev TK               - Chairman of the Academy of Arts of Uzbekistan
              Abdullayev SH.YU.               - Deputy Minister of Finance
              Samatov PA               - Deputy Minister of Justice
              Subanov BD               - Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs
              Rakhmonov AR               - The chief architect of the Main scientific
Office for the Protection and
Use of Cultural Heritage
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of
Uzbekistan, Executive Secretary of the Commission
 
Note. In the transition committee members to other work in its
membership includes persons newly appointed to their positions.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix N 2
to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
The Republic of Uzbekistan
July 29, 2002 N 269
 
 
POSITION
of the Interdepartmental Commission on coordination of protection and
use of cultural heritage
 
              1. Interdepartmental Commission for the coordination of protection
and use of cultural heritage (hereinafter - the Commission)
created in order to improve the interaction of
public administration, public authorities in the field, as well as
non-profit organizations of the Republic of Uzbekistan
on the protection and use of cultural heritage.
              2. The Commission is guided by the Constitution
and the laws of the Republic of Uzbekistan, other legislative acts, and
these Regulations.
3. The main tasks of the Commission are:
              coordination of government activities,
public authorities in the field, as well as non-governmental
non-profit organizations of the Republic of Uzbekistan on the Protection and
use of cultural heritage;



              preparation of proposals for implementing the guidelines
state policy in the field of protection and use of
cultural heritage;
              Consideration of matters arising in the process of protection and
use of cultural heritage, development and implementation
a system of measures to address them;
              assistance to businesses and individuals in their efforts to
protection and use of cultural heritage, prevention
violations of the law on the protection and use of objects
cultural heritage.
4. In accordance with its tasks, the Commission:
              develop and approve measures aimed at
effective implementation of legislation on the protection and use of
cultural heritage, organizes their implementation;
              considers the practice of execution by the state
administration and civil authorities in the field of legislation on protection
and use of cultural heritage;
              develops recommendations for the application of the legislation on
protection and use of cultural heritage;
              considers the most important projects of legislative acts in
the protection and use of cultural heritage;
              develop proposals for the implementation of the order
state control over protection, conservation and use
cultural heritage.
5. The Commission shall have the right:
              establish working groups to implement conferred on the Commission
objectives and attract them to work in the prescribed manner
relevant professionals;
obtain information from representatives of ministries,
state committees and departments, public authorities at
places on the protection and use of cultural
heritage;
give instructions to the government and
the Local Authorities on the preparation of the necessary
reference and other materials, projects of legislative acts,
organizing the implementation of legislation for the protection and
use of cultural heritage and the decisions of the Commission.
              6. The Commission shall be composed of representatives of the ministries,
state committees and departments, public authorities
on the ground, as well as agreed, representatives of non-governmental
non-profit organizations operating in the region
protection and use of cultural heritage.
For the working groups formed by the Commission may
involved in the prescribed manner specialists, scientists, experts and
representatives of organizations and institutions, including foreign ones, in the sphere of
activities which include issues of protection and use of
cultural heritage.
              Personal structure of the Commission approved by the Cabinet of Ministers
Republic of Uzbekistan and consists of a chairman, his deputy,
Secretary and members of the Commission operating in the



volunteer.
7. The Chairman of the Commission:
              directs the activities of the Commission;
              convene meetings of the Commission and shapes their agenda;
              supervises the activities of the Commission established working groups;
              monitors the implementation of decisions taken
Commission coordinates the work of the Commission on the implementation of its decisions
and objectives;
              performs other functions assigned to it by the Commission.
8. Paperwork Commission is Secretary of the Commission.
              9. The Commission carries out its work based on the approved
its regulations. Meetings are held as needed, but at least
once a quarter, and the form of protocols.
              10. The questions submitted to the Commission and its projects
solutions prepared by the Commission in accordance with the work plan.
              11. The Commission quarterly information on its activities
The Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix N 3
to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
The Republic of Uzbekistan
July 29, 2002 N 269
 
 
POSITION
on the procedure of the State inventory of cultural
Heritage of the Republic of Uzbekistan
 
 
      I. General
      II. Maintenance of the State Cadastre
      III. The procedure for conducting the State Cadastre
      IV. Final Provisions
 
Application. Maintenance of the State Cadastre
Cultural Heritage (Scheme 1: inclusion of objects in
Goskadastra). Explanations for Figure 1 reference
State inventory of cultural
heritage (including sites in goskadastra).
Maintenance of the State Cadastre
Cultural Heritage (Scheme 2: exclusion of objects from
Goskadastra). Explanations for Figure 2 reference
State inventory of cultural
Heritage (Excluding items from goskadastra)



 
 
 
 
                          I. General
 
              1. State cadastre of objects of cultural heritage
carried out in order to ensure public protection, as well as
rational use of cultural heritage in accordance
with the laws of the Republic of Uzbekistan "On the protection and use of
cultural heritage "," On State Inventory "and other
legal acts and these Regulations.
              2. State inventory of cultural heritage (hereinafter
- State cadastre) is a system updated
information and documents about the geographical location, legal status,
quantitative, qualitative characteristics and the assessment of
cultural heritage.
              3. The basic principles of the State Cadastre
are:
              coverage of the state cadastre of objects of cultural
heritage throughout the country;
              unity of methodology of formation of inventory information;
              centralized management of State Cadastre;
              Ensuring compliance with the Uniform System of State inventories;
              reliability and continuity of replenishment and renewal
inventory information;
              availability of inventory information.
              4. State Cadastre includes state
registration of ownership and other rights to the objects of cultural
heritage, keeping quantitative and qualitative characteristics of objects
cultural heritage, quality and valuation of objects
cultural heritage, organize, store and update cadastral
information reporting on the status of cultural
heritage, providing relevant information for inclusion in the
A single system of government inventories, providing users
cadastral information.
              5. The objects of the State cadastre are monuments
ensembles and attractions, is a historic,
scientific, artistic, or other cultural value.
              6. State Cadastre perform cadastral
Service Chief Research Office for the Protection and
Use of Cultural Heritage of the Ministry of
Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan (hereinafter - the objects of cultural GlavNPU
heritage), as well as regional state inspections on the Protection and
the use of cultural heritage in the Republic of
Karakalpakstan, regions and Tashkent city (hereinafter - Regional
inspection).
              7. Cadastral Service GlavNPU cultural heritage
provides:
              coordinating the maintenance of the State Cadastre



cultural heritage;
              development of guidelines and training material;
              control over the conduct of the inventory;
              systematization of cadastral reports of regional inspections;
              logistics cadastral services;
              development of an automated information system
State inventory of cultural heritage;
              determination of the order and conditions of use materials inventory
interested individuals and legal entities;
              transfer of the necessary inventory information in a single system
State inventories.
              8. Regional Inspectorate:
              keep records of data about the objects of cultural heritage objects and
subjects of property ownership, use and lease target
appointment of cultural heritage and their mode of use;
              collect quantitative and qualitative information about
objects of cultural heritage;
              make a list of objects of cultural heritage in the Republic of
Karakalpakstan, regions and Tashkent city;
              conduct inventory book on cultural heritage on
Republic of Karakalpakstan, regions and Tashkent city;
              constitute the layout of objects of cultural heritage for
Republic of Karakalpakstan, regions and Tashkent city.
              9. Work on the State Cadastre financed
from the state budget.
 
 
 
              II. Maintenance of the State Cadastre
 
              10. State cadastre contains information about all objects
cultural heritage in the territory of the republic.
              The accounting and valuation information is a set of
cadastral information on cultural heritage objects, which
represented in alphanumeric (text, tables, lists) and
graphics (plans, diagrams, sections and measurements) forms on paper,
magnetic and other media.
              11. State Cadastre includes:
              information on the geographical location of objects of cultural
heritage;
              account of quantitative and qualitative characteristics of objects
cultural heritage;
              quality and valuation.
              12. The accounting information of objects of cultural heritage are:
cadastral number;
              name;
              location;
              typological affiliation;
              dating;
              name of the legal or natural person, the owner,



owner, user or tenant's name and address;
              Supreme object of cultural heritage;
              the purpose of the object of cultural heritage;
              historical information;
              restructuring and loss, to change the original appearance of the object
cultural heritage;
              Restoration work (general description, cost, time,
author, storage of documents);
              information on state registration of rights to the building,
construction, land;
              border security zones and regulation of development (plan,
a brief description with reference to the document affirming).
              Historical data are:
              for archaeological monuments: dating, by whom and when to
exploration and excavation, storage of found materials;
              monuments of history: the history of appearance, short
characterization of events and persons in connection with which the object is acquired
the value of the monument;
              monumental architecture and monumental art: author,
builder, customer, date facilities.
              13. Description of the cultural heritage includes:
              name;
              typological affiliation;
              address;
              current use;
              historical information;
              restructuring and loss, to change the original appearance of the monument;
              scientific and historical and artistic importance;
              basic bibliography, archival sources, iconographic
material;
              technical condition;
              security system;
              category of protection;
              the date and number of the instrument of acceptance of custody;
              border buffer zone;
              carrying supplies;
              the date and number of the document of title (liabilities);
              for the monument archeology: dating, a list and description
the most important findings;
              for Historic Preservation: dating, availability of texts and time
the establishment of a memorial plaque;
              to monuments: dating, especially
planning, composition and spatial structures and constructions,
character decoration of facades and interiors, the presence of painting, sculpture,
arts and crafts, building material, the main dimensions;
              for the monumental art: the author and dating,
especially composite solutions, text, material, equipment,
sizes;
              an overall assessment of the social, scientific, historical and artistic
the importance of cultural heritage.



              14. The cadastral registration of rights to immovable objects
cultural heritage done in by the public authorities
land cadastre and state cadastre of buildings and structures at
there is installed and secured in-kind land borders
areas (including buffer zones). In case of loss of landmarks
turning points of boundaries of the land they are restored by
Materials of land allotment to conduct field geodetic
measurements or using cartographic material
appropriate scale with fixing on the ground turning points
border land.
              15. Accounting for the number of objects of cultural heritage made
according to their actual condition and use.
              16. Accounting for the quality characteristics of objects of cultural
Heritage includes:
              dating;
              technical condition;
              architectural decoration;
              artistic painting.
              17. The technical condition is evaluated according to the following
classification: good, average, poor, disaster.
              18. The protection system includes a category of protection (Republican
the value of local importance), the date and number of the document on the adoption of a
protection.
              19. Assessment, including the costs, of cultural
Heritage carried out to determine the effectiveness of their use,
determining the size of damages, insurance, rental rates
fees, compensation for the costs of their restoration, conservation, management
maintenance.
              20. The valuation of objects of cultural heritage
produced by the method approved by the Ministry of Cultural Affairs
The Republic of Uzbekistan.
              21. State cadastre includes the main and current species
ensure continuous updating of inventory information.
              In the conduct of the primary type of state cadastre
It carried out a primary consideration of all kinds of objects of cultural heritage
specifying the number and the establishment of land boundaries in
nature (based on Land Registry data).
              In its current form entered in the inventory of all the changes that have taken place
on objects of cultural heritage after the main type
cadastre.
              22. The cadastral documentation for the object of cultural heritage
comprises:
              documents certifying the right of ownership and other rights
an object of cultural heritage;
              cadastral matters of cultural heritage;
              cadastral map (plan);
              inventory books;
              report on the state of an object of cultural heritage.
              Cadastral matter Cultural Heritage site consists of
passports, documents, materials and cadastral survey data,



Technical Inventory and certification, special surveys and
research, quality and valuation of the cadastral objects,
necessary for the formation, registration and subsequent state
cadastral registration of rights to object.
              Cadastral map (plan) of an object of cultural heritage is
graphic document that displays the location of the inventory
objects, their boundaries, buffer zones, evaluation, quantitative and
qualitative characteristics, and is made on paper, magnetic and other
media.
              Cadastral book is the main document of registration and
accounting inventory of cultural heritage sites and provides information
of their geographic location, legal status, quantitative and
qualitative characteristics and evaluation.
 
 
 
            III. The procedure for conducting the State Cadastre
 
23. State Cadastre is carried out
accordance with the schemes in accordance with Annex hereto.
              24. The inclusion of objects of historical and cultural
value in the State cadastre on the basis
offers:
              public authorities on the ground - for objects
cultural heritage owned by the state;
              legal entities and individuals - in respect of cultural
heritage in their ownership.
              Proposals for the inclusion of objects of historical and
cultural value, the State may also make an inventory
Regional Inspectorate in agreement respectively with the owners
facilities or public authorities in the field.
              25. The proposals of public authorities in the field,
legal entities and individuals for the inclusion of sites in the State
inventory submitted to the regional inspectorates, which carried
a preliminary study of the object, make the necessary inventory
documentation.
              26. Prepared by regional inspectorates materials
GlavNPU sent to the objects of cultural heritage.
 
 
              27. GlavNPU cultural heritage makes submitted
materials for inclusion in the State cadastre of objects on
the Scientific and Methodological Council of cultural GlavNPU
Heritage for the historical and cultural expertise.
              28. On the basis of the conclusion of the historical and cultural expertise
GlavNPU cultural heritage makes proposals to the Ministry of
of Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan on the inclusion of the identified object
cultural heritage in State cadastre.
              29. The inclusion of a cultural heritage site in the state
inventory carried GlavNPU objects of cultural heritage



basis of the relevant order of the Minister of Culture
The Republic of Uzbekistan.
 
 
              30. For each object of cultural heritage, included in the
State cadastre, within ten days from the date of
order is issued the passport of the object of cultural heritage, which
It contains data which are the subject of protection of the object
cultural heritage, and its basic information.
              The form of the passport of the object of cultural heritage is defined
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan
agreement with Uzgeodezcadastre.
              31. The cultural heritage object passport no later than five days from the
the date of its registration is sent to the appropriate regional
inspection.
              32. Regional Inspectorate within five days inform
respectively the owner of an object of cultural heritage (legal
or a natural person) or a public authority in the field of
inclusion of cultural heritage in State cadastre and
give them the passport of the object of cultural heritage.
              Passport of the object of cultural heritage in relation to objects,
owned by the state, is kept by the balansoderzhatelya
the relevant property.
              33. The exception of cultural heritage of the State
Inventory is carried at the suggestion of regional inspectorates,
property owners (businesses and individuals), organs
public authorities in the field.
              Offers of public authorities in the field,
businesses and individuals to exclude cultural heritage
from the State Cadastre forwarded to the relevant
regional office.
              34. The Regional Inspectorate examine the proposals received and
with its conclusion represent them in objects of cultural GlavNPU
heritage.
              35. The decision on exclusion of a cultural
Heritage of the State cadastre in the procedure,
provided for by paragraphs 27-30 hereof.
              36. On the basis of the Minister of Cultural Affairs of the order
exclusion of the object of cultural heritage of the State Cadastre
GlavNPU cultural heritage make an entry into the State
cadastre. A copy of the order is sent to the appropriate regional
inspection.
              37. The Regional Inspectorate received a copy of the order of
exclusion of the object of cultural heritage of the State Cadastre,
inform in writing the owner of the object or organ of state
local authorities. Passport of the object of cultural heritage shall be
return to the regional inspectorate, within ten days after receipt of
notification of its exclusion from the State cadastre.
 
 



 
IV. Final provisions
 
              38. The Regional Inspectorate, the public authorities in the
areas provide control over the condition of cultural
heritage, included in the State cadastre.
              39. When changing the inventory information on the object
cultural heritage, included in the State Cadastre,
the owners of cultural heritage, public
local authorities have a duty to report it within one month in
the appropriate regional office.
              40. Regional Inspectorate, together with public
local authorities every five years thereafter, the state examination and
fixation of objects of cultural heritage. According to the survey,
if necessary, to make cultural heritage GlavNPU
proposals for the development of current and future programs
Data preservation of cultural heritage.
              41. The Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan
annually to the information of the State Cadastre
Unified system of state inventories by 1 March of the year following
the reporting. The presentation of inventory data in a single system
State inventories approved by the Ministry of Cultural Affairs
and agreed with Uzgeodezcadastre.
              42. Information of the State Cadastre appears bodies
state power and control for free, and other legal and
individuals, in accordance with established procedure, for a fee.
              43. Instructions on the organization of maintenance of the State Cadastre
It is approved in the prescribed manner by the Ministry of Culture for
agreement with Uzgeodezcadastre.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
application
to the Regulations on the procedure of the State
inventory of cultural heritage
the Republic of Uzbekistan
 
Keeping State Cadastre
cultural heritage
(Figure 1: inclusion of objects in goskadastra)
 
+ ------------------------- + ---------------------- --- +
| Unified system | | State |
| public | | inventory objects |
| Republic of inventories | | Heritage |
| Uzbekistan | | |



+ ------------------------- + ---------------------- --- +
8 ^ 7 ^
| |
+ -------------------- + ------------------ + 4 + 6 + ----- ---------------- +
| Scientific Methodology | ---> | GlavNPU objects | <- | The Ministry |
| Council of the GlavNPU | | cultural | | Of Culture |
| Cultural sites | <--- | Heritage | -> | Uzbekistan |
| heritage | 3 | | 5 | |
+ -------------------- + ------------------ + + ------- -------------- +
^ |
2 | 9 v
+ ------------------- + 10 + 10 + ------------------ + ------ ----------------- +
| Legal and | <- | Regional | -> | State Agencies |
| Individuals | | State | | local authorities |
| | <-> | Inspection | <-> | |
+ ------------------- + ------------------ + 1 + 1 + ------ ----------------- +
| | |
11 v 11 v 11 v
+ ----------------------------- + ------------------ ----------- +
| Cultural heritage, | | Cultural heritage, |
| Owned | | In state |
| Legal and natural persons | | property |
+ ----------------------------- + ------------------ ----------- +
 
 
Notes to Scheme 1, conducting the State Cadastre
heritage (including sites in goskadastra)
 
              1. The regional state inspections on the basis of
proposals of public authorities in the field of legal
and individuals or in agreement with them, prepare
proposals for the inclusion of cultural heritage in
State Cadastre, collect the necessary data about the object
cultural heritage.
              2. Proposals for inclusion of Cultural Heritage in
State cadastre with the necessary materials are sent to the
The main scientific and industrial management of cultural
Heritage of the Ministry of Cultural Affairs (GlavNPU).
              3. Presentation of the regional state inspectorates
Materials submitted for consideration of the Scientific and Methodological Council GlavNPU
for historical and cultural expertise.
              4. As a result of historical and cultural examination of scientific
Methodological Council is the appropriate conclusion GlavNPU
the feasibility of introducing a cultural heritage site in
State cadastre.
              5. On the basis of the conclusion of the historical and cultural expertise
GlavNPU submit proposals to the Ministry of Culture of
inclusion of cultural heritage in the State cadastre.
              6. The Ministry of Culture receives it
order the inclusion of a cultural heritage in the State



cadastre.
              7. By order of the Ministry of Culture
GlavNPU includes cultural heritage site in the State cadastre.
              8. GlavNPU after turning on the cultural heritage object
State cadastre provides relevant information
Uzgeodezcadastre for further inclusion in a single system
state inventory of Uzbekistan.
              9. GlavNPU an object of cultural heritage, included in the
State cadastre, within ten days from the date of
Order passports object of cultural heritage. object passport
Heritage no later than five days from the date of its registration
sent to the appropriate regional office.
              10. Regional Inspectorate within five days inform
respectively the owner of an object of cultural heritage (legal
or a natural person) or the public authorities in the field of
inclusion of cultural heritage in State cadastre and
give them the passport of the object of cultural heritage
              11. Regional authorities and state inspections
State local authorities provide status monitoring
cultural heritage objects included in the State cadastre.
 
 
 
Keeping State Cadastre
cultural heritage
(Figure 2: exclusion of objects from goskadastra)
 
+ ------------------------- + ---------------------- --- +
| Unified system | | State |
| public | | inventory objects |
| Republic of inventories | | Heritage |
| Uzbekistan | | |
+ ------------------------- + ---------------------- --- +
8 ^ 7 ^
| |
+ -------------------- + ------------------ + 4 + 6 + ----- ---------------- +
| Scientific Methodology | ---> | GlavNPU objects | <- | The Ministry |
| Council of the GlavNPU | | cultural | | Of Culture |
| Cultural sites | <--- | Heritage | -> | Uzbekistan |
| heritage | 3 | | 5 | |
+ -------------------- + ------------------ + + ------- -------------- +
^ |
2 | 9 v
+ ------------------- + 10 + 10 + ------------------ + ------ ----------------- +
| Legal and <---> Regional <---> The bodies of state |
| Individuals | | State | | local authorities |
| <---> Inspection <---> |
+ ------------------- + ----------------- + 1 + 1 + ------- ---------------- +
/ ^ \ / ^ \
| | | |



+ ----------------------------- + ------------------ ----------- +
| Cultural heritage, | | Cultural heritage, |
| Owned | | In state |
| Legal and natural persons | | property |
+ ----------------------------- + ------------------ ----------- +
 
 
Notes to Scheme 2 conducting the State Cadastre
cultural heritage (with the exception of objects from goskadastra)
 
              1. With regard to cultural heritage, fully
physically lost or have lost their value as an object
cultural heritage, regional state inspection
Based on the proposals of public authorities in the field,
legal and natural persons, or on the results of studying the state
appropriate facilities, prepare proposals for their removal from
State cadastre.
              2. Proposals to exclude cultural heritage object from
State cadastre with the necessary materials are sent to the
The main scientific and industrial management of cultural
Heritage of the Ministry of Cultural Affairs (GlavNPU).
              3. Presentation of the regional state inspectorates
Materials submitted for consideration of the Scientific and Methodological Council GlavNPU
for historical and cultural expertise.
              4. As a result of historical and cultural examination of scientific
Methodological Council is the appropriate conclusion GlavNPU
should be excluded from the object of cultural heritage
State cadastre.
              5. On the basis of the conclusion of the historical and cultural expertise
GlavNPU submit proposals to the Ministry of Culture of the
exclusion of the object of cultural heritage of the State cadastre.
              6. The Ministry of Culture receives it
ordered the expulsion of the object of cultural heritage of the State
cadastre.
              7. By order of the Ministry of Culture
GlavNPU make an appropriate entry in the State cadastre.
              8. GlavNPU after making an appropriate entry in the
State cadastre provides relevant information
Uzgeodezcadastre to make changes in a single system of government
inventories of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
              9. GlavNPU cancels passport of the object of cultural heritage and
directs the respective regional inspection information
exclusion of the object of cultural heritage of the State cadastre.
              10. Regional state inspection inform
the owner of an object of cultural heritage (legal and physical
person) or a public authority in the field of the exception object
cultural heritage of the State cadastre. object passport
cultural heritage back to the regional government
inspection for transfer to GlavNPU.
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix N 4
to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
the Republic of Uzbekistan
on July 29, 2002 N 269
 
 
POSITION
the historical and cultural examination of objects of cultural heritage
 
              1. These Regulations determine the procedure for the organization
of historical and cultural examination of objects of cultural heritage.
2. The historical and cultural examination is carried out in order to:
              justify application of cultural heritage
State cadastre of objects of cultural heritage;
              determining the categories of cultural heritage;
              justify changing the category of cultural heritage;
              exception of cultural heritage of the State
inventory of cultural heritage;
              determine whether the security zones of the projects
cultural heritage of urban planning and design documentation, and
also planned land use, construction, land reclamation,
economic and other requirements of the work of conservation of cultural
heritage.
3. The objects of historical and cultural expertise are:
              land, subject to the economic development, if
they are the objects of cultural heritage;
              materials justifying the inclusion of cultural
heritage in State cadastre of objects of cultural heritage;
              materials justifying the exclusion of cultural
Heritage of the State cadastre of objects of cultural heritage;
              Materials justifying change object category
cultural heritage;
              urban planning and design documentation, in cases
established by the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan "On protection and use
cultural heritage ";
              documentation justifying land surveying, excavation,
construction, reclamation, utility and other work that
could have a direct or indirect impact on cultural
heritage.
              4. Historical and cultural examination is carried out, the Scientific
Methodical Council under the Main scientific and production management at
Protection and Use of Objects of Cultural Heritage of the Ministry of
Cultural Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan (hereinafter GlavNPU objects
Cultural Heritage) according to the diagram attached to this



Regulation.
              The composition of the Scientific and Methodological Council (hereinafter - Council) included
representatives of government agencies, academic institutions and agencies,
NGOs, individual researchers and
experts in the field of preservation and use of modern
objects of cultural heritage.
              The Council consists of a chairman, vice-chairmen and members of
and Secretary of the Board. Members of the Council approved by
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
              5. The meetings shall be held as necessary, but not
at least once a quarter. Regulations approved by the Council
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
              6. section formed a part of the Council for the appropriate
directions.
              7. Logistics Council Activities
carried GlavNPU cultural heritage.
              8. For the conclusion of the historical and cultural expertise
GlavNPU cultural heritage contributes to the Council
Materials for the corresponding object of cultural heritage.
Materials are accepted by the Secretary of the Council.
              The composition and content of the materials submitted for
historical and cultural examination is determined by the Ministry of
culture.
              9. The Secretary of the Council is received materials
Chairman of the Council, which forwards them to the Board:
relevant areas.
              10. The Council of the sections, taking into account the historical and cultural purposes
examination, conducted a comprehensive study of the submissions
on the object of cultural heritage.
              If necessary, the historical and cultural examination of the object
cultural heritage at the place of its location.
              11. The methodology of the historical and cultural expertise
determined by the Ministry of Cultural Affairs in coordination with the Academy
Sciences of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
              12. In carrying out historical and cultural examination Board may
engage independent experts. To this end, the Council treated section
with justification to the Board, which is chaired by
It brings the matter to the objects of cultural GlavNPU
heritage.
              On the basis of the submission of the Council Chairman GlavNPU
objects of cultural heritage is to establish order
contracts with experts.
              13. As a result of historical and cultural expertise of the Council of the section
constitute an expert opinion, as well as a draft conclusion historical
cultural expertise. Expert opinion and conclusion of the project
historical and cultural expertise, with the application of all materials made
Chairman of the Council, which shall convene a meeting of the Council for approval
the results of historical and cultural expertise.
              14. The meeting of the Council is authorized, provided that it
there are two-thirds of all members of the Council. The Council shall act



a simple majority. In case of equality of votes the chairman's voice
It is crucial.
              Members of the Board who do not agree with the decision of the Board shall be entitled to
to express their dissenting opinion.
              15. At the meeting of the Council shall be approved by the conclusion of a project of historical
cultural expertise.
              16. The organization of the meeting, registration protocol
Council meetings is carried out by the Secretary of the Council.
              17. The Council's decision is made the session protocol. Protocol
Council shall be signed by the chairman and executive secretary.
              Minutes of the meeting, the conclusion of the historical and cultural expertise,
and the dissenting opinion of the Council sent to the Secretary of the Board
GlavNPU cultural heritage.
              18. The term of the historical and cultural examination should not
exceed thirty days, depending on the orientation, complexity and
material volume.
              19. For carrying out historical and cultural examination of objects
Heritage paid a special fee. Facilities,
received from the special levy, collected on account GlavNPU
cultural heritage and are used in the prescribed
legislation.
              The size and order of payment of a special fee for the conduct of
historical and cultural examination of cultural heritage
established by the Ministry of Cultural Affairs in coordination with the
Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
application
to the Regulation on the historical and cultural
Examination of cultural
heritage
 
 
Diagram of historical and cultural expertise
+ ------------------------------------------------- --- +
| |
| Scientific advisory board |
| |
| + ----------------------------------------- + |
| | Meeting of the Scientific and Methodological Council | |
| | | |
| + ----------------------------------------- + |
| ^ ^ |
| 4 | | |
| 3 + ------------------- + | 6 | + -------------- +



| + --------> | Chairman | <- + | + ------- + -> | GlavNPU objects |
| | | Council | | | | | | Comrade cultural |
| | + ------------------- + | | | + ---- + - | Heritage |
| | Section | | | | | 1 + -------------- +
| | directions | | | | | ^
| | + ----------- + | | | | | |
| | -> | | <- + | | | | | |
| | + ----------- + | | | | | | 3b |
| | | 2 v 5 v | v | |
| | + ----------- + | + ------------------ + | |
| | -> | | <- | | Secretary of the Council | | v
| | + ----------- + | + ------------------ + | + ----------- +
| | ......... | 3a | | Independent |
| | + ----------- + | ----------------------------- + ---> | experts |
| + -> | | <- + | + ----------- +
| | | |
| + ----------- + |
+ ------------------------------------------------- --- +
 
 
Notes to the Scheme of the historical and cultural expertise
 
              1. The main research and production management facilities
Cultural Heritage (GlavNPU) introduced the Secretary of the Scientific and Methodological
Board materials submitted for opinion to historical
cultural expertise.
              2. Materials submitted to the Secretary for the Chairman of the Council
organizing their further elaboration.
              3. The Chairman shall submit the materials to the section
the directions of the Council to obtain an expert opinion. The sections
organizes work on a comprehensive study submitted
materials. On the basis of the expert study section up
expert opinion, and the draft conclusion of historical and cultural
examination. Expert opinion and draft conclusion historical
cultural expertise, with the application of all materials entered in the
Chairman of the Council, which, subject to availability
materials, make a decision on them introducing the
meeting of the Scientific and Methodological Council.
Behind. If necessary to attract foreign experts
heads of sections were treated with appropriate justification to
Secretary of the Council, which agrees with the matter GlavNPU
objects of cultural heritage.
3b. GlavNPU Cultural Heritage enters into contracts with
involve experts.
              4. The Chairman shall convene a meeting of the Council of Scientific and Methodological
Council to approve the draft conclusion of the historical and cultural
examination.
              5. The Secretary of the Board shall arrange for the meeting draws
Minutes of the meeting, as well as the decisions of the Council.
              6. The decision of the Scientific and Methodological Council and approved by the conclusion



historical and cultural examination are sent to the Secretary of the Council of GlavNPU
objects of cultural heritage.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Annex 5 amendments and additions in accordance with the
Claim 4 of Annex 6 to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Uzbekistan. N 272 from 09.06.2004, the
 
Appendix N 5
to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
the Republic of Uzbekistan
July 22, 2002 N 269
 
I. List of decisions of the Government, no longer in force
 
              1. Items 1, 6, subparagraphs "a" and "c" of paragraph 7 of resolution
Uzbek SSR Council of Ministers on August 30, 1968 N 415 "On
Measures to further improve the protection and restoration of monuments
Material Culture and the procedure for the design and construction
of monuments in the country "(JV Uzbek SSR, 1968, N 6, p. 52)
as well as the appendix N 3 to this decree.
              2. Paragraphs 1, 7, 9 and 11 of the Uzbek Council of Ministers Resolution
SSR dated August 9, 1973 N 339 "On measures for further improvement
protection, restoration, keeping and preservation of monuments and
archeology. "
              3. The third paragraph of point 1, paragraph 4, sub-paragraph "d" of paragraph 11 and
paragraphs 12-15 and 17 of the decision of the Central Committee KP of Uzbekistan and Council of
Ministers
Uzbek SSR on February 24, 1979 N 149 "On measures for further
improving health and safety management and restoration of monuments
the material culture of the republic ", as well as the appendix N 1 to this
Resolution.
              4. The decision of the Uzbek SSR Council of Ministers on August 30,
1979. N 612 "On Approval of the Main scientific and production
Department of the Ministry of Culture of the Uzbek SSR, the restoration of protection,
use of monuments of culture and fine arts,
new construction and repair of monuments "(SP UzSSR 1979
g, N 8, art. 33).
              5. Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the Uzbek SSR dated October 1,
1982 N 663 "of the USSR Council of Ministers dated 16 September
1982 N 865 "On approval of the Protection and Use Regulations
historical and cultural monuments "(JV Uzbek SSR, 1982, N 10, Art. 36).
              6. Resolution of the Uzbek SSR Council of Ministers of 19 December
1986 N 598 "On the Charter of Society for Historic Preservation and
Culture of Uzbekistan "(JV Uzbek SSR, 1986, N 12, Art. 50).
 



 
 
 
 


